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AMERICAN BLEND NPD QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
BACKGROUND
The possibility of launching an American Blend Lights cigarette was
investigated in 1991, but research concluded that `Silk Cut' and
`American' imagery clashed and there was little potential outside the
existing Silk Cut franchise .
Since then Silk Cut Ultra and Extra Mild variants have been launched
and Marlboro Lights have grown to take a 3 .2% share
The purpose of this study was to revisit the possibility of Silk Cut
American Blend Lights and to investigate the feasibility of introducing
Winston Lites or a Benson & Hedges American Blend Lights.

OBJECTIVES
1.

To investigate awareness of / attitudes towards American blend
cigarettes

2.

To investigate whether the American sector is growing of its own
accord or whether Marlboro is growing the sector

3.

To investigate reactions to the American blend lights concepts and
investigate likely positionings - price, targeting, category

4.

Undertake a design audit for each concept

RESEARCH METHOD OLOGY
8 X 2 Hour Group Discussions
SAMPLE DESIGN
Will the concepts cannibalise /alienate/ appeal to?
G1 .
G .2

Current Silk Cut smokers
Current Silk Cut smokers

Male
Female

18-24
BC1
C1 C2 25-34

Gtr London
Oldham

Will the concepts appeal to lapsed Silk Cut Smokers?
G .3
G4.

Lapsed Silk Cut smokers
Lapsed Silk Cut smokers

Male
Female

BC1
BC1

18-24
25-34

Farnham
Gtr London

Will the concepts appeal to Current Marlboro Lights smokers?
G .5
G .6

Marlboro Light smokers
Marlboro Lights smokers

Male
Female

BC1
BC1

25-34
18-24

Gtr London
Farnham

Is there something in the proposition to attract Low Tar rejectors?
G .7
G .8

Premium/Low Tar rejectors Male
Premium/Low Tar rejectors Female

C1 C2 20-30
BC1 20-30

Oldham
Gtr London

.
Mix of premium brands : Rothmans, Dunhill, Embassy Not
Regal not found in South .
All except Lapsed Silk Cut to have been smoking brand M .O . for more
than 6 months
Excluded smokers of French brands
Limited students to 2 or 3 per group

STIMULUS MATERIAL
5 SILK CUT PACK ROUTES :
"
"
"
"
"

Current Update
Flag
Branded
Indian
Tab

1 BENSON & HEDGES ROUTE :
" French American Blend Lights
1 WINSTON LITES
" Indian

INTER VIEW APPROACH
Under 35s lifestyle & brand choice
Understanding of American brands
Market mapping
Brand Images
Reactions to the 3 NPD brand concepts (rotated)
Comparisons and preferences
Reactions to additional Silk Cut pack designs
Respondents' pack design generation
Overall American blend brand preferences and reasons

TIMING
All fieldwork took place between 6th and 14th May 1997, in Richmond,
Croydon, Farnham Surrey and Oldham Lancs

TOPLINE CONCLUSIONS
1.

Understanding the u35s lifestyle and attitudes is central to this
project. Young smokers choices are driven by:
Smoking as part of a social, out of home lifestyle
Peer group conformity
General attraction to image brands and trendiness
Self-indulgence - need for taste

2.

Respondents held no conception of an `American' sector of the
market nor did they ever consider country of origin
Existing American brands (e .g . Camel, Lucky Strike, Winston),
American imagery and American taste have low spontaneous appeal

3.

While Marlboro Reds are American, male, outdoors in image,
Marlboro Lights are not perceived as overtly American and they
occupy a unique positioning in the market
Lights image is : International, young, trendy, his 'n hers, city-oriented

4.

The success of Marlboro Lights derives from its being:
THE ASPIRATIONAL LIFESTYLE BRAND
- "cool", everybody's smoking it in

- The Diet Coke of cigarettes

bars & clubs image

of 3 core groups
- Students, Young working, City career types

HEAVY PROMOTION & TARGETING

COWBOY HERITAGE ADDS VALUE TO MEN
TRENDIEST, CLASSIEST PACK ADDS VALUE TO WOMEN
PERCEIVED SUPERIOR LIGHTS TASTE
- More flavour for much the same

tar

TOPLINE CONCLUSIONS cont'd
5.

Initial reactions to the concept of an American blend were lukewarm whether new brand or range extension - respondents did not
feel there was a gap or a need

6.

Winston Lites was perceived as a new brand and American Import,
this was not welcomed. Pack communication was of a heavy, male
brand closer to Camel Original and Marlboro Reds than Lights

7.

There was no gap for either range extension when perceived as
brand (rather than flavour blend) levering off American identification
/ symbols / or American youth

8.

and
g
is about more taste in lights,
The opportunity
addressing B&H / Silk Cut weaknesses among u35s, not about
introducing another American name to rival Marlboro lights

9.

The two test routes were roughly equal in appeal for totally different
reasons - and B&H remained more male, with Silk Cut more female

10. Of the two brands, Silk Cut is better able to attack the Marlboro
Lights position of aspiratlonal lifestyle. brand It has potential to
overcome its weak taste image and create some man appeal without
eroding the parent brand image. It is worth further discussion .

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDER 35s?

Brand Choice is closely related to IMAGE and LIFESTYLE :
A)

Value premium brands and avoid cheap-tasting / old image brands
Hold concept of brands FOR ME / NOT FOR ME

B)

BUSY SOCIAL LIFE / PEER GROUP BEHAVIOUR
- smoking same brand as friends is typical

C)

Seek TASTE ENJOYMENT and by implication cigarettes with
noticeable taste

D)

TAR LEVELS - Lights felt to be growing in popularity generally, but
stress & the attitude "I'm too young to give up / cut down yet"
meant many go for strength

E)

AVAILABILITY in vending machines important

F)

TOKEN INCENTIVES mentioned by some women

G)

Comparatively OPEN ATTITUDES to trial and switching :
18 - 24s are establishing their smoking preferences
25 - 35s are more experimental than older smokers

Smoking the same as their friends and strength of taste
were the 2 main stated priorities

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO UND ER 35s?

Although not spontaneously admitted, BRAND IMAGE is
especially important to the 18 - 35 age range :
As a statement about personal style (especially for 18 - 24s)
Almost as important as your choice in music, clothes, fragrances
Switching between cheaper brands and packs of 10 midweek to
image brands in packs of 20 for nights out / weekends
(Mayfair, Sovereign, Lambert & Butler most acceptable alternatives)
Related to their circle of friends - key young lifestyle groups are :

types

Students
Working blokes
flash
'Ladies,
Young office workers
High powered / city types

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDER 35s?

They perceive BRAND IMAGE DERIVES FROM :
Perceptions of popularity judged by number of facings in shops &
packs seen in pubs and clubs, signals it might be worth trying
Type of people seen smoking a brand
Pack design - Long-term theme advertising role which women
especially admit is important to them
Active promotions in pubs and bars
Sport sponsorship mainly motor racing

They felt restrictions on advertising make it difficult to derive
brand / user images & alternative media have more effect

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDER 35s?

Attitudes to Light cigarettes
Revealed a mix of those preferring `normal lights' as part of cutting
down, but also many 18-24s going the other way to satisfy their desire
for a stronger taste .
Silk Cut is a `starter brand' - "One day you wake up and realise its
taste is not enough"
Socialising and drinking alcohol creates a desire for more taste
Very limited appeal of Ultras in this sample - considered very `niche'
Stigma and teasing from peers if "you can't handle hard fags"
Tar levels - Only about half the women & fewer men knew the levels of
Light cigarettes, most judge strength by the name i .e . extra mild or ultra

A range of attitudes exist
Few would discount smoking Lights, but do not because of taste

HOW UNDER 35s MAP THE MARKET
STRONG
Marlboro
Reds

Camel
THE WOULD NEVER
BUY/ UNKNOWNS

Lucky
Strike
OLD PEOPLE'S
CHEAP CIGS

Winston
L&B
Super Kings
Berkeley

Raffles
NOT
FOR ME

Lights:
B&H S'Kings
L&B
Superkings
Berkeley

Raffles
Dunhill
Embassy
Regal

POPULAR
QUALITY

OLDER
QUALITY

Marlboro
Mediums

FOR
ECONOMY

Royals
Sovereign
Mayfair

Lights

Camel
Lights

Royals
Sovereign
Mayfair

QUITTERS

B&H

Ultras Silk Cut E.M.
Silk Cut Ultras
WWEAK

TRENDY

POPULAR
QUALITY

FOR
ME

M ARKET MAPPING FINDINGS
Under 35s first segment the market according to PRICE,
secondly by STRENGTH, & then according to image of brands
they WOULD / WOULD NEVER BUY - to which they spontaneously
attached labels describing USER IMAGERY
The market map charts dimensions 2 versus 3 and shows :
There is no perception of an American brand / blend segment:
- Kent, State Line, Chesterfields are more unknown than American
- Camel, the Marlboro range & Lucky Strike are American but stand alone
- Winston is more an old man's brand, possibly English .
3 brands are perceived as most popular among the age group :
Benson & Hedges, Silk Cut and Marlboro Lights
Marlboro lights has a very different image to original Marlboro and
is positioned in a class of its own as the most trendy / for me brand
Camel Lights is the closest alternative type of cigarette, but lacks
the positive image & popularity having too distinctive a taste / smell
B&H and Silk Cut are considered equally quality & popular rather
than trendy, but appealed to different people

Gallahers portfolio is well-balanced across the segments
relevant to the age group - with the exception of the
trendy image enjoyed by Marlboro Lights

PEOPLE UNDERSTAND BY AMERI
Respondents had no concept of country of origin - never considered
When forced : associated with soft packs, strong taste/smell, white filters
Virtually no knowledge of tobacco types - Marlboro often thought to
contain Virginia tobacco because that is American.
Marlboro is the only one to have an image as such :
Lucky Strike
Camel
Kent
State Line
Chesterfields

Popular in Europe / holiday brand
Better image than Winston
Moroccan or Turkish with camel dung smell
Minority view as Marlboro alternative
Niche in UK
No associations

Thus American imagery was hard to evoke and derives from
Marlboro / old movies :
Cowboys
Rugged macho men
Open plains
Big outdoors
/ Marl . country

Hollywood Stars
James Dean
'Cool' image
Confident

Quality
Red
White
Brash

The sample did not know people who smoked `American brands' other than Marlboro and the occasional Camel Lights smoker.
Low interest in `American' brands
No concept of growth in popularity in UK
Not for me image
Cultural / nationalist barriers to acceptance of `American'

MARLBORO BRAND IMAGE
Marlboro Originals

Marlboro Lights,

is

Brand Imagery:
American cowboys, big outdoors

International, cities bars & clubs
Marlboro heritage (for men)

A man's cigarette, macho, hard

Trendy, classy pack (for me)
Gold & white appealing
Crisp city version of Reds

Strong taste and smell

His and her's

High-impact, macho pack
Red & white
Bold, confident
3 Ks - Ku Klux Klan

Best tasting light cigarette
Smooth taste, strong smell

Heavily advertised

Not advertised - heavily promoted

User Imagery:
Hard, macho men
James Dean

Young, sociable, trendy, working
people like us - bias to women

Clint Eastwood

City Slicker - GQ image

Car:
Wrangler Jeep
Ferrari
Harley Davidson

Students (negative associations in
Premium male group in NW)
Golf Gti
Sporty BMW
(cars they'd like to own)

MARLBORO SMOKERS
About a quarter had switched from Marlboro Reds ( M & F)
Half had moved up in strength from their starter brand (Silk Cut)
The rest had come from B&H, Regal, Gitanes
Marlboro Lights were not perceived as direct equivalents of Reds
- more like macho, big brother and trendy, younger sister
Heritage of American Cowboys & Marlboro country had transferred
to a limited extent. - more salient to men .
Some female Marlboro smokers claimed never to consider this - only to
relate to the sociable/ style elements and International side
They appreciated the fact it delivers more taste / for its tar level
Described as smooth, satisfying, less dry and woody than Reds
Some triers could not adjust to the taste suggesting limits to the
franchise. Too pervasive a smell remains a weakness.

Perceptions of factors contributing to its evident growth in
popularity:
everyone's smoking it
- assoc . with youth, clubs, having fun

ASPIRATIONAL LIFESTYLE BRAND

-

HEAVY PROMOTION

- "Right-on", "cool" image
targeting 3 core groups:
Students
Young working
City / career types

COWBOY HERITAGE FOR MEN
TRENDY, CLASSY PACK

- Style, fashion accessory for women

MOST TASTE IN LIGHTS

- More flavour for much the same tar

`Strong' is used both to describe product strength & taste
Marlboro Liahts triers aware that it offers more taste for its tar level
Camel
Marlboro Reds

TASTE

Dunhill
Embassy Rothmans
B&H Regal
Camel lights

LIGHTS

Marlboro
Lights

B&H Lights
Silk Cut
King Size
TAR DIFF

NO
TASTE

B&H Ultras
Silk Cut Ultras

Silk Cut
Extra Mild

WEAK CIGARETTE
LOW TAR

STRONG CIGARETTE

MARLBORO LIGHTS KEY QUOTE S
American links :
"/ don't look at Marlboro lights and think American'. / look more at Lucky
Strike as American"
'/ wouldn't put Marlboro Lights with the Americans because it's cityoriented"
"/ think Marlboro Lights are more international - I've been to loads of
countries and they all smoke Marlboro Lights"

Trendiness:
"1 think it's just the trendiness, you've got more people with money who go
out more. There's a big emphasis on clubs and music. It's like the
alcopops thing, another extension of that . . . what's good and trendy . . .
and people do follow it"
'/f everyone else is doing it you don't want to stick out. It's a fashion thing
. . . . . . . in the pubs you're all in big groups with your Hooches and Marlboro
Lights"

Activity:
"Marlboro Lights is doing so much better it's just moving with the times
instead of staying in a rut"
"Marlboro have done well at promotions, you can sit in a pub and a van
load of Marlboro girls'll turn up and go `here you are'. They give away
metal lighters as well, they've created the image that its the right-on brand"

Taste
"Marlboro itself is so strong that the light is not as light in taste as the
others"
"With Marlboro Lights they're obviously lower than other cigarettes but
unlike Silk Cut you can actually taste them. And Marlboro Lights are not
too harsh, it doesn't hit you in the throat"

SUMMARY OF THE STATUS QUO
1.

Low salience and appeal of `American brands' among 18-34s

2.

Self-indulgence, image and peer-group sociability
are driving this age group

3.

Marlboro Lights are a unique phenomenon feeding off this :
THE ASPIRATIONAL LIFESTYLE BRAND

3.

Focused on :

City, cosmopolitan environment
Students
Office workers
City / career people

Reinforced by:

The Marlboro advertising heritage
Perceived superior taste in lights
Its own popularity

Is there an opportunity or a need to react?
Many fashion brands have short lives, but Marlboro Lights
have an aura of permanence : likened to enduring brands like
Levis, C . Klein, Gti's, BMWs
B&H and Silk Cut perceived as popular and peer-group
acceptable not trendy or aspirational
Indications that at least half the female Marlboro Lights
smokers have come from Silk Cut do to lack of taste
Benson's Lights smokers attracted because similar strength
with more image / greater availability in vending machines

Need for serious consideration

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING WINSTON LITES

CURRENT ATTITUDES & BR AND IMAGE

Brand unknown to majority of u35s - could be English name
Minority knew either as cheap holiday brand sold in Spain & Tenerife
in a white soft pack, or as sold in some UK newsagents
Low image with negative associations :
- pack of cards / tab as if Duty Free
No clear identity
Plain, boring pack
Cheap-looking
An old man's cigarette
'Not for me' user profile

A launch would have a disadvantageous starting-point

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING WINSTON LITES

REACTIONS TO WINSTON LITES
Perceived positioning : American import / new brand
No track record, hard to judge
Negativity towards the arrogance of 'another American brand
coming over here' and the spelling of LITES
Not a `name' brand and would not notice it on sale
Or realise it is new
Improved pack design vs current :
Strengths

Weaknesses

Pale background with red
and gold appealed to men

Indian & leaves had little symbolic
value - recall of persecution

Better quality design
cigarettes and not trendy

Old design not relevant to
u 35s
Evokes cigars, woodbines, Camel
`Hard' design- not clean or Lights

Young males stated preference for soft pack as young, fun
Niche appeal among students and some male Marlboro smokers
"Completely non-functional, but I'm going to say I like the
M .L . male
image - I like flicking the bottom"

Opportunity for any `new' American brand launch limited due to
cultural barriers and low awareness of quality names
Winston does not address Marlboro Lights - closer to Reds

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING BENSON & HEDGES
AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

CURRENT BRAND IMAGE AMONG U35s
Strengths

Weaknesses

Superior brand name
Strong distinctive taste

Light taste disappoints - reason to
smoke Marlboro

Popular, well-regarded
Peer-group acceptable

Not a contemporary lifestyle brand

Traditional brand
Best quality

Respectable / not exciting

English - warrant is central
Ultra pack more classy than gold or
light packs . Also more contemporary,
& female appeal

Superkings "aren't Benson's"
Loyals disassociate themselves

User Imagery:
All ages and types
Stereo type is: "Laddies" / boy racers
Wannabe smoothies
Office managers
ar

Not a trendsetters brand

Escort XR3, RS Turbo
Mondeo
"The smooth safe-bet"
Lacking in light taste and trendy aspiration
compared to Marlboro Lights

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING BENSON & HEDGES
AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

REACTIONS TO B&H AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS
Spontaneous, positive response to the pack more than the
American Blend concept :
Creamy but evocative of gold heritage
An illustration appeals, creates differentiation, is eye-catching
Gold panning not understood until studied - too subtle for many
Pack is reason enough to want to try - especially for women
Men felt a soft pack version would be more contemporary and trendy
Probing Amercian blend revealed :
Expectations of taste similarity to Marlboro Lights (M .L.)
With a slight Benson flavour note
Male M.L . smokers interested because some had switched
from B&H Lights due to taste dissatisfactions :
Described as the "missing link" between taste and strength
Macho enough to appeal to male Premium generally
Could also create perception as unnecessary Imported Version
Aware of taste differences abroad -negative attitudinal barrier
2 men had seen before -1 on holiday, 1 received as holiday gift
(non lights) and enjoyed smoking

Interest because concept is Benson's and for taste
Not because of American brand associations

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING BENSON & HEDGES
AMER ICAN BLEND LIGHTS

BRA ND IMAGE EFFECTS
r

h

Weaknesses

Still Bensons - not American
Updates presentation
Unisex image:
Macho concept
Feminine appeal of pack

Old-fashioned / nostalgic
- not urban trendy image

Recognised as response to M .L .
but is acceptable

Rejection of colour of French fullstrength pack

User Imagery :
Younger 18 - 30
Male bias
More conservative than Marlboro

Background of French Lights
Too dark, stained, not `gold'

Pack Desian Audit:
Illustration is different, aesthetically
Pleasing

Picture too fussy for B&H
- reduce & simplify

Pale, creamy, subtle - not so flashy

Colours do not convey Lights
Only the name makes it Benson's

Blue, cream, black are good
combination
Perceive warrant retained
(important stamp of authenticity)

Poor fit with rest of range
- minority view its wrong for B&H
Not contemporary trendy, might
become popular / trendy

More a B&H image than attacking Marlboro Lights
Merits in toning down gold
Mix of macho concept / feminine pack

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING BENSON & HEDGES
AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

QUOTES
"1 think it's the missing link . . . . . . . . . when you go for anything
light in Benson's you lose the taste . . . . . .. It's the link between
the taste and the strength"
Male, Marlboro Lights, ex B&H
"Benson's have that distinctive flavour. For them to change
is not characteristic but it's a market thing . They've spotted
there's only a few popular lights and they might as well
go for it"

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING BENSON & HEDGES
AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

LIK ELY FRANCHISE
A.

Male Marlboro Lights smokers attracted by taste strength

B.

Premium / Low tar rejectors
Curious to see if better taste than B&H Lights
Males :
Conservative and rather apathetic about changing brand
- feel this is more acceptable image than 'studenty' M . L.
Females :

Some underlying thoughts about switching to Lights

C.

Minority of Female Marlboro Lights smokers
For pack seen as less staid version of Bensons
May revert to more trendy Marlboro

D.

Lapsed Silk Cut
Females : Less appealing than Silk Cut American blend
Some interest among current B&H Lights smokers
Males:

About half interested as now smoke Special Filter or
occasionally duplicate

Cannibalisation :

Attractive to Special Filter & Lights smokers

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING BENSON & HEDGES
AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

CO NCLUSIONS
1.

A launch of B&H American blend Lights is best positioned as a
NEW AMERICAN FLAVOUR VARIANT, not as Benson's American
(with symbols and imagery) and definitely not as Benson's Import

2.

The likely attractions are taste & the aesthetically pleasing pack:
Marlboro Lights strength of flavour
B&H flavour note (i .e . a mix)

3.

This is unlikely to attack the Marlboro Lights position as the trendy,
lifestyle brand but would be a more late 90s version of B&H for the more
conservative u35s

4.

It could destroy the Marlboro accolade of superior taste in Lights

5.

The stable franchise is difficult to predict (in the absence of
product), the likely scale is more a viable variant than a `big idea'
Male bias inc . some M.L . males
Possible entry door to Lights for Premium Non-Light smokers

6.

The risks is cannibalisation of B&H Special Filter & Lights for U35s

7.

No indications of negative effects on the parent brand
(more moderate step than intro of Sovereign or Superkings)

8.

A soft pack might make this younger/ less nostalgic/ even trendier
/ better differentiated but need to check for negative 'Import' associations

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

CURRENT BRAND IMAGE AMONG U35s
Weaknesses

Strenaths
The Low Tar Cigarette
Quality smooth (silky)

A weak cigarette (pejorative)
Not enough taste for me
-'Reason I've moved on'

Popular peer-group acceptable

Like sucking in air
Good taste if you seal the filter holes

Young, classic, sophisticated
Trendy in its own way

Boring brand, in a rut
Nowhere to go but down in tar

Pack is simple, appealing,
aesthetically pleasing purple & white

Plain, lacks interest for young lifestyler
M .L . has interest on all faces

Purple square is brand identity
User Imagery :
M&F students
Female : middle-aged suburban
Hint of power career women
r.

Starters and quitters
Image lacks appeal for men
Stigma of being "for those who can't
handle hard fags"

Purple Micra
A bicycle
Renault Clio "Nicole would smoke S .C .

Weaknesses are taste and image for men
Strengths are pack design and suggestion of trendiness

FEA SIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

REACTIONS TO THE CONCEPT OF SILK CUT
AM ERICAN BLEND LIGHTS- AS PRESENTED
Responses were not entirely straightforward - it took time for a final
view to emerge :
Initially :

Understood as offering stronger taste
- reason for switching to M .L .
Gimmicky, jumping on American band-wagon
Some conflict with Silk Cut image as weak
But not with image of the Low Tar brand
4 out of 5 pack routes promoted American associations
which are rejected per se

Afte r discussion :
Concept of American Taste Blend is perceived as
different from a `star-spangled' American variant
Perceive this as Silk Cut offering a much-needed benefit
Through a mixture of M.L. and Silk Cut tobaccos
Building on its embryonic reputation for being young /
trendy with a simple stylish pack

Silk Cut should get out of its rut
and evolve its image and taste

FEA SIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

REACTIONS TO THE 5 SILK CUT PACK CONCEPTS

Flan

To some American flag is
a pleasing modern symbol
Polarises - appeals more to
women

Blatantly American - resented
Many men negative
Wishy-washy - lacks
confidence

Colour clash with purple
Could be developed as fashion route - may be too narrow

T

Soft pack / tab look appealed to
the trendy men
More distinctive and
recognisable in-store

Tab has Duty Free image
Flavour description not
meaningful or salient
Indian design unnoticed
Too similar to King Size

'Toasted' only understood by
Lucky Strike triers
More male but does not communicate taste positioning

Bran

Rugged, macho

Brand is afterthought, cheap

Cattle - cowboys?

Promotion not a design

Levis, jeans,
Harley Davidson belt

Unpleasant brown colour

Own Label - not Silk Cut

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

Indian :

Attractive, pleasing Illustration
(Could be bird from a distance)

Not taken seriously by some
- not cigarettes

Male appeal - not feminine

Indians have tenuous links
with American blend
- persecuted race
Stained, unfresh, tones and
not obviously a Light cigarette

Lightly toasted - like coffee
Nothing to be gained from Indian associations
More an ethnic than trendy route

Update :

Recognisably Silk Cut,
appealed to loyal but they did
not feel it right for Am . blend

Too subtle
Would not notice a difference
Expected mistaken sales

Eagle makes good substitute for
No communication
warrant
Gentile, ladies design

Demonstrated need to go further than just a verbal
description

The new pack needs to communicate a new positioning as
opposed to a Tar difference (which is current design coding)
It needs to:
Create brand reappraisal - look obviously different
Signal the taste / strength change
Be trendy to attract young lifestylers

FEA SIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

RE SPONDENTS IDEA GENERATION
A.

Interest in an American blend as a TASTE VARIANT addressing
The perceived Silk Cut weakness as a reason to switch brands

B.

Two possibilities generated :

Current Silk Cut tobacco
No cuts in the filter
[SILK IJNqq
Addresses criticism
of too much air

Mix of M.L. and S.C . tobacco
Fewer cuts
IMORE SILK - LESS CUT
Addresses Marlboro Lights directly
Marlboro taste & Silk Cut smoothness
More acceptable smell
(go for M.L. weakness)
More smoke / less air
i .e . fewer or no holes

"I think they've got the flavour
. . . the problem's too much air"
C.

"A sneaky way of making it stronger
without disrupting their image"

6mg tar like M.L. or it would not attract M.L. smokers
Doesn't compromise Silk Cut image
1 mg is not a real difference, many remember K-S as containing 7mg
Reduces self cannibalisation as Extra Mild & Ultra smokers reluctant
to return to stronger variants

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

RES PONDENTS PACK IDEAS GENERATION
A number of design possibilities came out in the groups, based around the
flag, purple colour, a piece of silk and Marlboro for inspiration
- 3 are presented for discussion :
The new pack needs to communicate a new positioning
It needs to :
Create brand reappraisal - look obviously different
Signal the taste / strength change
Be trendy to attract young lifestylers
The brand relationship should be a COUSIN rather than another brother or
sister among the siblings representing tar level differences
1.

2.

SILK CUT TASTE 4 groups suggested reversing King Size colours
Purple
Background

Instant recognition as new different
Strong aesthetic appeal: rich, warm, welcoming
Unisex : trendy, fashionable, sophisticated too
Signals strength and man-appeal

White Box
Eagle

Preserves brand identity
To replace warrant / reinforce American

YOUTH / FASHION - Stars & stripes executed Silk Cut style
In purple and white - need for designer to look at possibilities
Could be just on cellophane wrap to purple pack
& simplified
Flag cut up
in ads

3.

- Silk Cut cuts through naff American symbolism
Taps youth psychology, rebellion, irreverence
going your own way, fun

MARLBORO INSPIRED
Used as their gold
Purple
Simple, clean (S .C .) and crisp (M .L.)
Sum of parts
More interest and colour on side panels
To create a slick, modern city image

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

SIL K CUT KEY QUOTES
"They're moving with the times. They've looked at sales and
Marlboro Lights is doing so much better, they're just moving
with it instead of staying in the rut they're currently in"
"If they advertise it as a strong cigarette it goes against the
whole point of Silk Cut. I think that [American blend] is a
sneaky way of being a bit stronger and not disrupting their
image of being a fairly light cigarette"
"Aim for young people like Marlboro lights. The pack must be
something that young people are attracted to, whereas the
normal Silk Cut is more middle aged"
"1 don't think it hurts if they keep the range they've got, they
are offering more choice in Low tar"

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

LIKELY FRAN HI E
A.

Female Lapsed Silk Cut smokers who went to Rothmans, Dunhill
(Embassy) due to taste weakness

B.

Lapsed Male Silk Cut smokers who would prefer B&H American
blend, but if that were not available, expressed interest in Silk Cut

C.

Other Female Premium Smokers who have been considering
going Light but doubted the taste satisfaction

D.

Female Marlboro Lights smokers for a smoother taste, less smell
and more trendy / sophisticated image

Cannibalisation :

Silk Cut King Size
Extra Mild / Ultra smokers might try
but are less likely to switch
Lapsed users who went to B&H Lights

FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND LIGHTS

C ONCLUSIONS ON SILK CUT AMERICAN BLEND
1.

A launch of Silk Cut American blend is best positioned as a NEW
AMERICAN FLAVOUR VARIANT with an up-dated presentation
which injects new life into the brand

2.

The likely attractions are taste and trendiness
Quasi Marlboro Lights strength of flavour
Silk Cut smoothness
More acceptable / less smell
Trendy pack design

3.

None of the pack designs tested fit this positioning profile :
Respondents favoured the purple pack idea with clever touches
such as a white flag printed on the wrapper

4.

Ability to attack Marlboro Lights will depend upon :
Design development
Enjoyment of the blend in reality
Fewer holes in the filter
Active targeting of trendsetter groups in bars and clubs to
establish an aura of popularity / being the 'cool' brand

5.

Size of the franchise is difficult to predict at this early stage but
it could strengthen the brand share by counteracting a weakness /
reason for brand desertion

6.

While some were surprised by the move, none felt it would actually
harm the Silk Cut brand image - unless positioned on strength rather
than taste

7.

Some cannibalisation of Silk Cut Purple also B&H Lights is
possible - but Ultra / Extra Mild are less at risk

POSITIONI NG OF NPD IDEAS
STRONG
Marlboro
Reds

Camel
THE WOULD NEVER
BUY/ UNKNOWNS

OLDER
QUALITY

Lucky
Strike
OLD PEOPLE'S
CHEAP CIGS

Winston

L&B

Super Kings
Berkeley ,:
Raffles
NOT
FOR ME
Winston
L&B
Superkings
Berkeley
Raffles
Dunhill
Embassy
Regal
B&H S'Kings

POPULAR
QUALITY

Marlboro
Mediums

FOR
ECONOMY

Royals
Sovereign
Mayfair
Camel
Lights

Lights :

B&H M8dbOW
American
Silk Cut
American

Royals
Sovereign
Mayfair

QUITTERS

EMH

TRENDY

ultras

SO Cut E M
Silk Cut U

WEAK

FOR
ME

AMERICAN BLENDS RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

The situation in 1997 probably differs from 1991 in that:
a)

Marlboro lights is now more trendy than American,
reducing dissonance with B&H and Silk Cut

b)

18-35s are more marketing aware and expect top brands
to react / update themselves

This study reveals that Marlboro Lights has a solid brand and
consumer base, it is likely to be a durable positioning - part of the
post-recession, aspirational, brand culture evident among 18-35s
Gallahers needs to form a view on whether a response is necessary
through B&H / Silk Cut in the light of other strategic or NPD initiatives in
the pipeline - what else will be young and trendy?

3.

B&H represents an opportunity to go after Marlboro Light males and
offer a late 90s version of B&H for the more conservative 18-35s
- at the same time to improve its reputation for Lights flavour

4.

Leading Edge perceives more need and opportunity in Silk Cut
The American blend positioning acknowledges and acts on the taste
weakness, and creates a means to remedy criticism of its being
uninteresting / in a rut.
Potentially, it is the means to a more contemporary, aspirational and
trendy image - with more unisex appeal

5.

The next steps would be pack design development along the lines
suggested by respondents and testing of taste acceptability to give a definite answer on viability, pricing and cannibalisation

